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Infinite Cardinalities (from §3.2)

•• Using what we learned about Using what we learned about functionsfunctions in in 
§§1.8, it’s possible to formally define 1.8, it’s possible to formally define 
cardinality for infinite sets.cardinality for infinite sets.yy

•• We show that infinite sets come inWe show that infinite sets come in
differentdifferent ii of infinite!of infinite!different different sizessizes of infinite!of infinite!

•• This also gives us some interesting proof This also gives us some interesting proof 
examples.examples.
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Cardinality: Formal Definition

•• For any two (possibly infinite) sets For any two (possibly infinite) sets AA and and BB, , 
we say that we say that AA and and BB have the same have the same 
cardinality cardinality (written |(written |AA|=||=|BB|) iff there exists a |) iff there exists a yy ( |( | | || | |)|)
bijection (bijective function) from bijection (bijective function) from AA to to BB..

•• WhenWhen AA andand BB are finite it is easy to seeare finite it is easy to see•• When When AA and and BB are finite, it is easy to see are finite, it is easy to see 
that such a function exists iff that such a function exists iff AA and and BB have have 
the same number of elements the same number of elements nn∈∈NN..
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Countable versus Uncountable

•• For any set For any set SS, if , if SS is finite or if |is finite or if |SS|=||=|NN|, we say |, we say SS is is 
blbl ElEl SS ii blblcountablecountable.  Else, .  Else, SS is is uncountable.uncountable.

•• Intuition behind “Intuition behind “countablecountable:” we can :” we can enumerateenumerate
(generate in series) elements of (generate in series) elements of SS in such a way in such a way 
that that anyany individual element of individual element of SS will eventually be will eventually be 
countedcounted in the enumeration.  Examples: in the enumeration.  Examples: NN, , ZZ..

•• UncountableUncountable: : NoNo series of elements of series of elements of SS (even an (even an ((
infinite series) can include all of infinite series) can include all of SS’s elements.’s elements.
Examples: Examples: RR, , RR22, P(, P(NN) ) 
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Countable Sets: Examples

•• Theorem:Theorem: The set The set ZZ is countable.is countable.
–– Proof:Proof: Consider Consider ff::ZZ→→NN where where ff((ii)=2)=2ii for for ii≥≥0 0 

and and ff((ii) = ) = −−22ii−−1 for 1 for ii<0.  Note <0.  Note ff is bijective.is bijective.ff(( )) ff jj
•• Theorem:Theorem: The set of all ordered pairs of The set of all ordered pairs of 

natural numbers (natural numbers (nn mm) is countable) is countablenatural numbers (natural numbers (nn,,mm) is countable.) is countable.
–– Consider listing the pairs in order by their sum Consider listing the pairs in order by their sum 

h bh b i ii is=ns=n++m,m, then by then by nn.  Every pair appears once in .  Every pair appears once in 
this series; the generating function is bijective.this series; the generating function is bijective.
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Uncountable Sets: Example

•• Theorem:Theorem: The open intervalThe open interval
[0,1) :[0,1) :≡≡ {{rr∈∈RR| 0 | 0 ≤≤ r r < 1}< 1} is uncountable.is uncountable.

•• ProofProof byby diagonalizationdiagonalization: (Cantor 1891): (Cantor 1891)ProofProof by by diagonalizationdiagonalization: (Cantor, 1891): (Cantor, 1891)
–– Assume there is a series {Assume there is a series {rrii} = } = rr11, , rr22, ... , ... 

containingcontaining llll elementselements ∈∈[0 1)[0 1)

Georg Cantor
1845-1918

containing containing allall elements elements rr∈∈[0,1).[0,1).
–– Consider listing the elements of {Consider listing the elements of {rrii} in decimal } in decimal 

i ( l h h b ill d ) i d fi ( l h h b ill d ) i d fnotation (although any base will do) in order of notation (although any base will do) in order of 
increasing index: ...  increasing index: ...  (continued on next slide)(continued on next slide)
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Uncountability of Reals, cont’d

A postulated enumeration of the reals:A postulated enumeration of the reals:
rr11 =  0.=  0.dd1,1 1,1 dd1,2 1,2 dd1,3 1,3 dd1,4 1,4 dd1,5 1,5 dd1,6 1,6 dd1,7 1,7 dd1,81,8……
rr22 =  0.=  0.dd2 12 1 dd2 22 2 dd2 32 3 dd2 42 4 dd2 52 5 dd2 62 6 dd2 72 7 dd2 82 8……22 2,1 2,1 2,2 2,2 2,3 2,3 2,4 2,4 2,5 2,5 2,6 2,6 2,7 2,7 2,82,8
rr33 =  0.=  0.dd3,1 3,1 dd3,2 3,2 dd3,3 3,3 dd3,4 3,4 dd3,5 3,5 dd3,6 3,6 dd3,7 3,7 dd3,83,8……
rr = 0= 0 dd dd dd dd dd dd dd ddrr44   0.  0.dd4,1 4,1 dd4,2 4,2 dd4,3 4,3 dd4,4 4,4 dd4,5 4,5 dd4,6 4,6 dd4,7 4,7 dd4,84,8……
.. Now, consider a real number generated by taking

ll di i d h li l h d l i hi fi..
..

all digits di,i that lie along the diagonal in this figure
and replacing them with different digits.
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Uncountability of Reals, fin.

•• E.g.E.g., a postulated enumeration of the reals:, a postulated enumeration of the reals:
rr11 = = 0.3019485710.301948571……
rr22 = = 0.1039184810.103918481……22
rr33 = = 0.0391941930.039194193……
rr44 == 0 9182374610 918237461rr44   0.9182374610.918237461……

•• OK, now let’s add 1 to each of the diagonal OK, now let’s add 1 to each of the diagonal 
digits (mod 10), that is changing 9’s to 0.digits (mod 10), that is changing 9’s to 0.

•• 0.4103… can’t be on the list anywhere!0.4103… can’t be on the list anywhere!
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Transfinite Numbers

•• The cardinalities of infinite sets are not The cardinalities of infinite sets are not 
natural numbers, but are special objects natural numbers, but are special objects 
called called transfinitetransfinite cardinal numbers.cardinal numbers.ff

•• The cardinality of the natural numbers, The cardinality of the natural numbers, 
ℵℵ :: ||NN| is the| is the fi t t fi it di lfi t t fi it di lℵℵ00::≡≡||NN|, is the |, is the first transfinite cardinalfirst transfinite cardinal
number.  (There are none smaller.) number.  (There are none smaller.) 

•• The The continuum hypothesiscontinuum hypothesis claims that claims that 
||RR|=|=ℵℵ11, the, the second transfinite cardinal.second transfinite cardinal.
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Do Uncountable Sets Really Exist?
•• The set of objects that can be defined using finiteThe set of objects that can be defined using finite--length length 

strings of symbols (“descriptions”) is only strings of symbols (“descriptions”) is only countablecountable..
•• Therefore, any uncountable set must consist primarily of Therefore, any uncountable set must consist primarily of 

elements which individually have elements which individually have nono finite description.finite description.yy pp
•• LöwenheimLöwenheim--Skolem theorem: No consistent theory can Skolem theorem: No consistent theory can 

everever forceforce an interpretation involving uncountables.an interpretation involving uncountables.ever ever forceforce an interpretation involving uncountables.an interpretation involving uncountables.
•• The “constructivist school” asserts that only objects The “constructivist school” asserts that only objects 

constructible from finite descriptions exist (constructible from finite descriptions exist (e ge g ¬∃¬∃RR))constructible from finite descriptions exist.  (constructible from finite descriptions exist.  (e.g. e.g. ¬∃¬∃RR) ) 
•• Most mathematicians are happy to use uncountable sets Most mathematicians are happy to use uncountable sets 

b t l ti th i i t h t l db t l ti th i i t h t l d
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to any demonstrated contradictions (so far).to any demonstrated contradictions (so far).
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Countable vs. Uncountable

•• You should:You should:
–– Know how to define “same cardinality” in the Know how to define “same cardinality” in the 

case of infinite sets.case of infinite sets.
–– Know the definitions of Know the definitions of countablecountable and and 

uncountableuncountable..uncountableuncountable..
–– Know how to prove (at least in easy cases) that Know how to prove (at least in easy cases) that 

sets are either countable or uncountablesets are either countable or uncountablesets are either countable or uncountable.sets are either countable or uncountable.
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